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Editorial Note: Remembering April 30th
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A lot of Vietnamese-Americans, and this include many Americans, do not know or remember what
had happened on April 30, 1975 in Saigon. They were either too young, not born yet or had already
escaped from Saigon at that time. They, therefore, are not aware of or have ignored the suffering of
ARVN soldiers in general and the southern Vietnamese people in general who had struggled under
communist control for almost four decades following the fall of Saigon.
Remembering April 30th is one way to remember their last ditch effort to preserve that part of the
country, their invaluable courage under adversity, their noble sacrifice against the savage northern
war machinery, and their untold suffering under an oppressive and corrupt regime. They were the
true men and women of Vietnam, the true descendants of the proud and valiant Vietnamese Dragon
race.
In order to understand April 30th, we need to go back to Saigon 38 years ago.
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A. REMEMBERING APRIL 30th
A summary of the main April 30th events deserve to be reiterated here.
1. The abbreviated Memoirs of Colonel Dương Hiếu Nghĩa (on internet and on file) record the following:
-28 April at 1900 hours: the communists fired 6-7 rockets at the Tân Sơn Nhứt Airport, which
landed instead on the Trương Minh Giản and Lăng Cha Cả subdivisions. By 2200 hours, following
guidance by communist insiders housed at the Davis camp, all the rockets landed on the airport
runways destroying them and forcing the closure of the airport to fixed-winged aircraft. The Davis
Camp of course remained unharmed.
-29 April, Operation Frequent Wind began in the afternoon allowing the airlift of more than 7,000
people from the US Embassy without interference from the communists.
-30 April, at 1100 Dương Văn Minh announced on the radio the unconditional surrender of Saigon. By 1300, all the streets were deserted and offices and stores closed, except for looters who

Continue on p. 3

John Tran. Fist Asian American Judge in Virginia
John M. Tran, longtime Northern Virginia lawyer and resident, has
been named the first Asian-American judge in Virginia history.
McLean resident John M. Tran, a former federal and Alexandria city
prosecutor, was elected early Thursday to the Fairfax County Circuit
Court by the Virginia General Assembly. Tran, remarkably, will become the first Asian-American ever to serve as a judge in the Commonwealth of Virginia.
Tran, 53, was born in Vietnam and immigrated to this area with his
family in 1970. It is believed that he is the first Vietnamese-American
judge in the Washington area.
Tran, the son of a South Vietnamese diplomat, had spent time between the United States and South Vietnam in the early 1970s, and
was stranded here when Saigon fell in 1975. He lived in Arlington and
graduated from Yorktown High School in 1977. He earned his undergraduate and law degrees from
George Washington University.
He is married, with one daughter. He will start July 1.
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Huynh Ngoc Chen: 2013 Netizen Award
Reporters Without Borders, with support from Google, Thursday awarded its Netizen of the Year
2013 award to Vietnamese blogger Huynh Ngoc Chenh.
Reporters Without Borders chose the nominees and more than 40,000 Internet users visited the
YouTube site from around the world. They selected the winner on Reporters’ You Tube Channel.
The award ceremony took in Paris on March 12 at the Google office on the occasion of the World
Day against Cyber Censorship.
Huynh Ngoc Chenh is one of Vietnam’s most influential blogger. His blog attracts about 15,000 visitors per day, even though readers must use software to circumvent censorship to gain access. Chenh
criticizes the government and defends freedom of expression. He focuses on issues of democracy,
human rights and the territorial disputes between Vietnam and China. Authorities have threatened
him numerous times for his articles and police monitor his communications.
http://en.rsf.org/reporters-without-borders-awards-07-03-2013,44178.html
http://www.lepoint.fr/high-tech-internet/un-blogueur-vietnamien-laureat-du-prix-du-net-citoyen-2013-07-032013-1637242_47.php

Conscious Style: Christina
You can read the following topics about lifestyle in this
new blog and more in www.conscioustyle.com
-Redefining luxury in Vietnam,
-Pham Kieu Phuc' design philosophy
-An Eco-conscious Boutique in Jamaica
-Very Ngon Homewares
-Nguyen Quy Duc: A creative life in Vietnam
-Inside Rice's Creative Home design
-Deliciously abundant daily Life...
and more....

Phillip Davidson: Vietnam at War
Eminently qualified to write this history, Davidson--who served as chief intelligence officer under
Generals Westmoreland and Abrams--tells firsthand the story of our tragic ordeal in Indochina and
brings his unique understanding to bear on topics of continuing controversy, offering a chilling account, for example, of when and where the U.S. considered using nuclear weapons. The most comprehensive and authoritative history of the conflict to date, Vietnam at War sparkles with a rare immediacy, and brings to life in compelling fashion the war that tore America apart.
Available on Amazon
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0195067924/

Charles Phan: Vietnamese Home Cooking
When Charles Phan opened his now- legendary restaurant, The Slanted Door, in 1995, he introduced American diners to a new world of Vietnamese food: robustly flavored, subtly nuanced, authentic yet influenced by local ingredients, and, ultimately, entirely approachable. In this same spirit
of tradition and innovation, Phan presents a landmark collection based on the premise that with an
understanding of its central techniques and fundamental ingredients, Vietnamese home cooking can
be as attainable and understandable as American, French, or Italian.
Available on Amazon
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/1607740532/
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Editorial...continued
sprang into action. The battle at the Hoàng Hoa Thám camp between the 81st Airborne Rangers and the communists the day
before left the carcasses of 13 T-54 northern tanks strewn along the streets.
At 1800 hours, a heart breaking scene occurred at the front gate of the Cộng Hòa General Military Hospital from which a procession of
patients in small groups, one leading the other walked out. It turned out that at 1700 hours a group of communist soldiers who took over
the hospital ordered everyone to evacuate the hospital without bringing anything including cars, carts, and medications, except for their
clothes. This included physicians, nurses, workers, and patients no matter their medical conditions, whether they had been operated on
or not, whether their wounds had healed or not. This was an abominable order for patients who had been transferred from the battlefields to the hospital for surgery and had not had their operations yet, or just came out of surgery still in a sedated state had to walk out
with their fresh wounds not knowing where to go. Their homes or units may be hundreds of miles away from the hospital for they had
been evacuated to Cộng Hòa Hospital for care.
This was one of the most depressing events of the North-South war. How could brothers treat brothers like that? Not even foreigners
had done such a thing to the Vietnamese. To help these patients, we called cabs, cars, cyclos, motorcycles...to transport the sickest ones
to private and community hospitals for care.
-After April 30, "committees against decadent culture" composed of northern soldiers and local students and hooligans were formed in
towns and cities. These students, called "the 30th tigers" wore red arm bands, roamed through the streets informing communist soldiers
and imposing their own control. They went to the National Library and brought out all the books, encyclopedias, treatises, national treasures, etc...to the streets and burned them....
Thus began the evil communist domination of South Vietnam
2. Thạch Ngọc Trường looking back at the four decade-communist control wrote the following verses.

My April 30th
April 30th, 1975
Lying at home
Capitulation news spreading
My eyes dazzled
My head tipsy
Tumultuous city
Military uniforms, knapsacks,
firearms, bullets
all over the streets.
Familiar faces
Now bragging red arm bands
Prison cells are open
Criminals, big and small, out errant.
Many stores are looted.
April 30th, 1976
In reeducation camps
They celebrate "liberation"
A day off from labor
I enjoy my bowl of rice mixed with gravel
Few grams of sliced meat
Few twigs of potato plants.
April 30th, 1978
Holding my parole paper
Overjoyed I walk to the gate
They had me back:
"Wait a few more days
Only after we change the currency."
The cyclo-driver scolds me,
"No more officers' wives,
Corrupted, women have gone to the cadres' side."

I enter my home
My wife brimming with tears
Welcoming me back from the dead.
April 30th, 1980
Refugee camp
with thousands of people
who have braved death and seas
leaving behind their native land
their ancestral tombs
their spouses, their properties
just to breathe
the air of liberty.

sitting tight on the country's spine.
They expel innocent villagers
to build heir jungle bases.
They waste my motherland,
greedily extract bauxite.
They destroy the environment
and take hold of our native land.

Thach Ngoc Truong

in Vo et al. The Men Of Vietnam. OutApril 30th, 2007
skirts Press, 2009: 179-184.
I land at Noi Bai airport
I am back in my old town
and Vo et al. War and Remembrance.
I look for my narrow streets
Outskirts Press, 2009: 199.
my church, my old school still there
decrepit everywhere.
Next to them all splendid
high rise hotels and villas
showing off their opulence with arrogance.
I go back to my old village
poverty is rampant
with a seven day-work week
peasant sell their labor abroad
sacrifice for their children.
April 30th, 2009
I look back home
land and sea are given away.
Enemies are invited
to our High Plateaus
Continue on next page
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Editorial…continued
3. A forever war widow
Mrs. Trần Thanh Minh, widow of a former instructor at the
Đà Lạt Military Academy who had been jailed by the communists and died in a reeducation camp after the fall of Saigon
recounted how she singlehandedly raised her four children, the
oldest being six and the youngest a few months after her husband's incarceration:
"He died when I was 35 years old. I remember the two decades during which I had to struggle to bring food on the table. I
sold shrimp chips, bánh cuốn at the Turtle Basin Monument [in
downtown Saigon]. I traded in and sold western medications. I
sold food to students at school cafeterias. I can say that I did
whatever they told me to do to earn money. Although I did
everything in my capacity, I could not even feed my children.
Therefore, my only wish at this time is that my children have
enough to eat and they don't starve."
In her memoir "The Sorrows of a POW's wife," she wrote that when she found out her husband had died, "That's it, that's
hopelessness the rest of my life. Although I live, I was like a dead person..." She said that "reeducation camps were built in
the middle of the jungle for prisoners to do hard labor. For one full year, I did not receive any news of him. Then, they
allowed me to visit him. I was not as lucky as other people. When he was jailed in the South, I could visit him; but after his
transfer to a northern camp, [I lost track of him] I only realized he had died at Vinh, Nghệ Tĩnh when I arrived the camp.
His friends told me that at that time, they had to eat cooked leaves because there was nothing to consume and without
medications, death was certain. I felt like someone struck me in the head, everything went dark with some rays of light
here and there. Then I lost consciousness."
"Why did [communist] leaders not use their brains to rebuild the country instead of sending men to the jungles so that
they died from starvation and waste? And then send women to the miserable new economic zones? I have not seen any
full and happy family. People had to look for freedom. Why? Because they lived a wretched life. They did not have anything
to eat.
They lived but were not allowed to talk. They were muzzled by security forces and always afraid of them. That was why
her children had tried to escape."
She tried to escape with her children almost 20 times but failed and ended up in jails on many occasions. To this day, she
still remembers the thirst, hunger, and misery in communist jails.
http://www.rfa.org/vietnamese/in_depth/women-and-the-war-pt-04162013120718.html
B. THE SPOILS OF WAR: OPPRESSION AND CORRUPTION
The abominable communist revolution manages to hatch at least two huge ugly eggs: oppression and corruption. Never in
Vietnamese history had Vietnamese people suffered as much as under communist control. Even hard-core communists had
to agree.
1. Nguyen Phuoc Tuong, 77, a Marxist scholar says he is no longer a believer. A former adviser to two prime ministers,
Mr. Tuong, like so many people in Vietnam today, is speaking out forcefully against the government.
“Our system now is the totalitarian rule of one party,” he said in an interview at his apartment on the outskirts of Ho Chi
Minh City. “I come from within the system — I understand all its flaws, all its shortcomings, all its degradation,” he said. “If
the system is not fixed, it will collapse on its own.”
...the country of course is ranked among some of the world’s most corrupt by Transparency International, a global
corruption monitor.
Continue on next page
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Editorial…continued
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/24/world/asia/vietnam-clings-to-single-party-rule-as-dissent-rises-sharply.html?
pagewanted=all&_r=0
2. At its plenary session in Strasburg on 18 April 2013, the 754-member European Parliament adopted an Urgent Resolution on Vietnam strongly condemning a wide range of human rights violations and asking the EU to “assess the compatibility”
of these violations with the new EU-Vietnam Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (PCA) which conditions trade and
diplomatic relations on the respect of democratic principles and human rights.
Condemning the “political intimidation, harassment, assaults, arbitrary arrests, heavy prison sentences and unfair trials in Vietnam
brought against political activists, journalists, bloggers, dissidents and human rights defenders, both on- and offline, in clear violation
of its international human rights obligations”, the EP particularly deplored the detention of 32 bloggers and cyber-dissidents,
especially the heavy sentences of Dieu Cay, Phan Thanh Hai and Ta Phong Tan, and the recent harassment of Buddhists
youth leader Le Cong and writer Huynh Ngoc Tuan.
C. THE LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL
Virginia State Senator Richard "Dick" Black a former Vietnam Marine pilot was instrumental in the passing of SJR 455 commemorating April 30 as the Day of the Republic of Vietnam. VA was one of the pioneers states in advancing the rights of
Vietnamese Americans.
On May 25, 1994, the US Congress through SJ 168 approved May 11 as Vietnam Human Rights Day,
In 2002, with SJR139, the General Assembly of Virginia recognized the June 19 ARVN's Day as the Vietnam's Freedom Fighters Day,
On April 15, 2004, the General Assembly of Virginia recognized the Yellow flag with three red stripes as the Vietnamese
Americans' Heritage Flag,
On March 30, 2013 the General Assembly through SJR 455 approved April 30 as the South Vietnamese Recognition Day.

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 455
Designating April 30, in 2013 and in each succeeding year, as South Vietnamese Recognition Day in Virginia.
Agreed to by the Senate, February 21, 2013
Agreed to by the House of Delegates, February 22, 2013
WHEREAS, South Vietnamese Americans, a proud, industrious people, make up the fourth-largest group of Asian Americans in the United States; and
WHEREAS, a South Vietnamese mass immigration to the United States began when communist tyranny swept the former
Republic of Vietnam after the fall of Saigon in 1975; and
WHEREAS, to the very end, soldiers of the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) fought valiantly, defending their
freedom with skill, daring, and gallantry; the ARVN 3rd Cavalry Regiment, for example, demonstrated such skill and heroism in battle that it was awarded the coveted United States Presidential Unit Citation; and
WHEREAS, nearly 60,000 American fighters died in the Vietnam War and some 224,000 South Vietnamese troops also fell
defending their nation; and
Continue on next page
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Editorial…continued
WHEREAS, although the American sacrifice in Vietnam was enormous, some of the most bitter combat, including the savage warfare after the United States' withdrawal, was shouldered principally by our South Vietnamese allies; and
WHEREAS, the 1968 communist Tet Offensive was designed to crack South Vietnam's will to resist, instead, South Vietnamese forces fought ferociously, and not a single unit collapsed or ran; indeed, even the police fought, turning pistols
against heavily armed enemy regulars; and
WHEREAS, together with American soldiers, sailors, airmen, and Marines, the ARVN decimated the indigenous Viet Cong
guerrillas, eliminating them as an effective fighting force for the remainder of the war; and
WHEREAS, most American units had left Vietnam by 1972, yet South Vietnamese units continued to perform remarkably
well; with limited American help, they defeated North Vietnam's all-out Easter Offensive, a massive conventional invasion
led by Soviet T-54 tanks; and
WHEREAS, the Easter Offensive victory helped force North Vietnam to accept a negotiated end to the war; and
WHEREAS, sadly, in 1974 the United States withdrew most military support, including air power, severely restricting the
flow of fuel and munitions to the ARVN; strangled by a lack of supplies, tanks and artillery pieces were allotted meager
quantities of ammunition, sometimes just a few shells per day, and radios often had no batteries; and
WHEREAS, the strangulation of South Vietnamese supply lines destroyed morale and decimated combat power, making it
impossible for even the bravest South Vietnamese troops to effectively defend against the final invasion by North Vietnamese soldiers; North Vietnam remained well-supplied by its communist allies in China and the Soviet Union; and
WHEREAS, everyone with ties to the Americans or the government of the Republic of Vietnam feared the threatened communist reprisals; as communist forces overran the South during the spring of 1975, 125,000 key South Vietnamese personnel were airlifted from South Vietnam to refugee centers in the United States; and
WHEREAS, as American troops and embassy staff were evacuated by waiting aircraft, terrified South Vietnamese mothers
thrust their babies into the hands of complete strangers, hoping their offspring might somehow survive the approaching
bloodbath; and
WHEREAS, the promised reign of terror quickly emerged and the South Vietnamese desperately fled the murderous tyranny of the communists; roughly two million South Vietnamese fled to escape North Vietnam's promised "people's paradise";
and
WHEREAS, launching small, crowded sampans, many South Vietnamese sailed into the vast, treacherous waters of the
South China Sea, where hundreds of thousands drowned in the escape attempt; the South Vietnamese continued to flee their
country in huge numbers from 1975 until the mid-1980s; and
WHEREAS, beginning in 1975 and for decades afterwards, well over one million South Vietnamese, especially former military officers and government employees, were imprisoned in communist concentration camps; these were euphemistically
called "reeducation camps," where many thousands of South Vietnamese were "educated" to their deaths; and
WHEREAS, the communist concentration camps were characterized by brutal forced labor, political indoctrination, and
deadly assignments like human mine clearing; there were no formal charges or trials; and
WHEREAS, the conditions in the camps were so savage that many surviving inmates estimate that almost a third of the
prisoners of war died while in captivity; and
WHEREAS, South Vietnamese immigration to the United States peaked in 1992 when, after decades of torture, many conContinue on next page
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Editorial…continued
centration camp survivors were finally released and sponsored by their families to come to this country; and
WHEREAS, after persevering through unimaginable brutality and suffering, the South Vietnamese who escaped their homeland demonstrated admirable talent and intellect; they became an entrepreneurial, upwardly mobile group, whose poverty
rate rapidly declined after their arrival in the United States; and
WHEREAS, today, 82 percent of the South Vietnamese in the United States are native-born or naturalized citizens, an exceptionally high portion of American citizenship for any immigrant group; and
WHEREAS, for several decades, South Vietnamese American patriots have contributed to the United States with intellect,
skill, loyalty, and determination; many have served proudly in the Armed Forces of the United States; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED by the Senate, the House of Delegates concurring, That the General Assembly designate April 30, in 2013 and
in each succeeding year, as South Vietnamese Recognition Day in Virginia; and, be it
RESOLVED FURTHER, That the Clerk of the Senate transmit a copy of this resolution to the Virginia Asian Chamber of
Commerce and the National Congress of Vietnamese Americans so that the members of these organizations may be apprised of the sense of the General Assembly of Virginia in this matter; and, be it
RESOLVED FINALLY, That the Clerk of the Senate post the designation of this day on the General Assembly's website.
D. CONCLUSION
The communist conquest of the South (1954-1975)-we have to call it by its name--has sown death (more than two million
people) and untold destruction and misery in Vietnam.
In this moment of somber sadness, we pause for a moment to salute the courage of southern men and women who lived
under the post-1975 neo-colonialist communist regime and of the Vietnamese, northern and southern, who continue to
suffer under the oppressive and corrupt communist regime.
We agree with and support them in their fight for freedom and human rights. Vietnam cannot prosper without respect of
human and property rights and rule of laws.
We agree that the Hanoi communist regime has betrayed the highest ideals of freedom, justice, and equality spearheaded
by our forefathers some 4,000 years ago not only during their conquest of North then South Vietnam, but also in the destruction of the economic, political, and moral structure of the country.
To remember and commemorate April 30th as Ngày Quốc Hận, the MOURNING DAY is to point out to the world that
aggression should NEVER be tolerated but justice should prevail.
We would like to thank the Virginian General Assembly for remembering April 30th as the DAY OF SOUTH VIETNAM
as we all have to contribute to the rebuilding of a strong, moral, and proud Vietnam after the communist debacle.
Always remember April 30th,
always remember the sacrifice
of Vietnamese southern men and women.
always remember the destruction
and misery brought about by the communists.
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